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Abstract: This paper addresses usability testing on three email domains: Yahoo, Gmail and Outlook. To conduct a
comparative evaluation, an empirical-based, within-group, experiment of 19 subjects, performing 16 tasks, was executed to
compare users’ performance/feedback. ANOVA was conducted to analyze the collected data for every task individually.
Seven tasks were statistically different at a significance level of 0.05. Furthermore, weights of 1-5 were given to the tasks
based on what is essential in using the email service. The significant factors from ANOVA that were assigned weights helped
calculate scores of 29 for Gmail, 14 for Yahoo, and 14 for Outlook, concluding that Gmail is the most user-friendly email
domain. Second, Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) was used based on five criteria: Interface and Organization, Storage,
Reputation, Applications, and Special Features. Subjects were asked to do a pair-wise comparison between them. The highest
ranking went to Applications with (38.64%), while the lowest went to Special Features (3.48%).
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1. Introduction
Living in an academic or an industrial environment, where time is valuable, requires people to stay connected and
also being organized simultaneously. Email domains have particularly helped in organizing the tasks between workers and to
have an easy and fast update for every situation within a wider range of people. Emails is not only be used for work purposes,
but it can also be used for receiving updates and announcements from commercials, mail tracking, friends, etc. Nowadays,
almost everyone who has access to the internet can also have access to emails. Emails can be viewed in a variety of ways,
such as PCs, laptops, cell phones and tablets. Besides, when it comes to choosing an email domain, there can be different
domains from which people can create their email address with no restrictions. Some domains vary from one and another
based on their layout, features offered, capacity, easiness, security, speed and others. Users of these domains sometimes tend
to have access to more than one domain due to different reasons, such as privacy, work purposes, etc. Whereas sometimes it
is due to their preference of one domain to another. In this paper, three of the most popular Email Domains, namely Gmail,
Yahoo and Outlook, have been evaluated to measure and compare their usability in several tasks. The method used in
conducting this experiment is an in-person lab-based comparative usability testing on 19 participants performing 16 tasks in
all of the three domains.

2. Background
All email domains deliver the same goal. However, evaluating and comparing these domains require a particular
user interface usability evaluation method. By defining usability, multiple attributes are defined that are associated with
usability, such as learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors and satisfaction (Nielsen, 1994). These attributes are measured
by having a set of tasks performed by real subjects or the producers themselves to reach a degree of easiness of how they
learn to operate, prepare inputs and interpret outputs (IEEE, 1990). There are two types of usability according to Nielsen &
Mack (1994): (1) usability inspection where different methods are used instead of engaging users as subjects and (2) usability
testing which requires real users involved and that is what this research is focused on. According to Nielsen & Mack (1994),
Usability inspection consists of three types of methods: Cognitive Walkthrough involves identifying any issues on a
particular task that is performed by the developer or the producer of the intended product to study step by step, not including
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